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Abstract. This paper presents an algorithm for dynamic travel time
computation along Czech Republic highways. The dynamism is repre-
sented by speed profiles used for computation of travel times at specified
time. These speed profiles have not only the information about an op-
timal speed, but also a probability of this optimal speed and the prob-
ability of the speed which represents the possibility of traffic incident
occurrence. Thus, the paper is focused on the analysis of paths with the
uncertainty created by traffic incidents. The result of the algorithm is
the probability distribution of travel times on a selected path. Based on
these results, it is possible to plan a departure time with the best mean
travel time for routes along the Czech Republic highways for a specified
maximal acceptable travel time. This method will be a part of a larger
algorithm for dynamic traffic routing.

Keywords: time-dependent route planning, speed profiles, uncertainty, traffic events,

floating car data

1 Introduction

Finding the fastest paths by travel time is a common feature of navigation ser-
vices, because the efficient route planning on a road network saves time and
money of drivers. Traffic data about road networks can be used to obtain more
accurate results. However, most navigation services use only simple statistical
aggregates of historic travel times on roads for computation of the paths, even
though this is not sufficient if there are traffic incidents on the roads, so likely
on real road networks.

Finding the best route within the real road network is affected by a departure
time of the vehicle. Some roads can be congested at the time of rush hours, which
leads to larger delays. In such environment, route planning can be modelled as
time-dependent shortest path problem [14] with variable travel times as edge
weights. The resulting path is then determined by the departure time.



Dijkstra’s algorithm [6] solves this problem if the non overtaking property is
guaranteed [4], stating that later departure can not lead to earlier arrival. There
are many adaptations and extensions of time-dependent Dijkstra’s algorithm,
for example Contraction Hierarchies [1] and SHARC [5]. These algorithms use
some precomputed information to speed up the shortest path queries.

The main disadvantage of time-dependent route planning is that it does not
take uncertain events into account. Travel times on the edges are computed as
aggregates of available traffic data [15], even though this is not sufficient in many
cases [7, 9]. For example, if there are irregular but recurrent traffic congestions
at some road, we should consider it in computation of the path and try to find
another route [12]. Even though the probability of the congestion can be very
low, the delay in the case the congestion happens can be very long. For this
reason, we have to consider uncertain traffic events and their probabilities in the
computation of the path [13, 17].

Traffic incidents and congestions cause uncertainty of travel times. The main
idea of this paper is to analyze paths with the uncertainty created by traffic inci-
dents. Some paths are driven through more frequently than others and therefore
it is desirable for drivers to know how travel times on these paths are affected
by the traffic incidents. To achieve this, we need to extract information about
the traffic incidents from the traffic data. The process of incident extraction as
well as our algorithm and its continuity on traffic routing is described at section
3. Section 4 presents experiments of our algorithm.

We use the road network created from Traffic Message Channel (TMC) seg-
ments in the Czech republic, because it represents the backbone of the real road
network and it covers the whole Czech republic evenly. TMC is also a standard
used in GPS navigations.

2 Time-Dependent Route Planning with Probability

Some algorithms [10, 3, 2, 16] try to find a solution for time-dependent shortest
path problem in uncertain networks from the global point of view. The algo-
rithms work on the whole network and try to minimize travel time with a set
probability or to maximize the arrival probability with a set travel time. How-
ever, even in case of small traffic networks, the global approach is very time
demanding. In the case of very large networks, it is impossible to compute all
the possibilities across all the possible paths. There are broadly two approaches
how to deal with this problem.

The first one is to use some form of precomputed results [17, 11]. We do not
consider this approach attractive. Thanks to the access to all sensors on Czech
Republic highways, we can recompute speed profiles quite often, depending on
the situation on the road. For example, it is sensible to recompute these profiles
when the highway is undergoing reconstruction. Such frequent speed profile re-
computation compromises all the performance advantages of routing based on
pre-computation.



Therefore, we propose to use the second possible approach. This approach
is based on some form of the problem simplification. It does the same as other
algorithms, but from the different point of view. In the first step of our algorithm,
several time-dependent shortest paths between two vertices are found (without
their travel time uncertainty). In the second step, a probability function of travel
time is computed on these paths. As the next step, we can analyze these results,
compare them with each other, and suggest detours by identification of edges
with the biggest travel time slow down or the arrival probability decrease. The
choice of the best path can be based on various characteristics, like mean travel
time or its variance. The progress of the algorithm can be summarized into the
following steps:

1. Input origin, destination and desired departure time.
2. Perform deterministic dynamic routing to receive n best paths.
3. Perform probabilistic travel time computation on these paths.
4. Analyse received paths and their travel times to propose improvements (short

detours or better departure time).
5. Recommend the best route and departure time based on preferred criterion.

The main aim of this paper is to propose a solution to the third step of the
algorithm (highlighted by the bold font). The rest of the algorithm is currently
under the development and will be published in the near future.

3 Probabilistic Travel Time Computation

The focus of this paper is on the computation of travel times and their probabili-
ties on the selected path. Let G = {V,E} be a directed graph created from a road
network, where vertices represent intersections and edges represent roads. Our se-
lected path starts at a vertex u and ends at a vertex v. We choose departure time
td and compute time-dependent shortest path with optimal speed profiles as edge
weights to obtain optimal path Po = {u = v0, e0, v1, e1, . . . , vn−1, en−1, vn = v}
by travel time for td, let’s denote travel time of this path as to. Then we com-
pute travel times and their probabilities for other combinations of speed profiles,
which means travel times and their probabilities grow as binary tree with root
node represented by u, leaf nodes represented by v and each path between u
and v represents one specific combination of speed profiles. Binary tree is a tree
data structure in which each node has at most two children. There can be any
number of nodes in between u and v and exact number depends on a number of
speed profiles.

The tree can be very large, so we have to introduce some constraints. We
choose s as a percentage constraint of a maximum allowed slow down of com-
puted paths compared to to. The computation of travel times and their prob-
abilities is based on depth-first search on the sequence of edges e0, e1, . . . , en−1

and at each vertex vi : i = 1, 2, . . . , n, we compute the actual travel time ta to
this vertex. Then we compute the remaining optimal time tr as optimal time
from vi to v. The computation of the path for some given combination of speed



Fig. 1. Example of the specific travel time tree

profiles can be stopped if ta + tr > (1 + s)to, which means the tree does not
have to be expanded at these vertices and is effectively truncated. The example
of travel time tree is presented on Fig. 1. Some nodes are not expanded because
they do not satisfy certain slow down condition s. See Algorithm 1 for pseudo
code of our algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Compute travel time probabilities for given array of edges, depar-
ture time and slow down
1: procedure TravelTimeProbabilities(edges, td, s)
2: tm = maximum allowed time for given edges, td and s
3: push to stack {edge = edges[0], time = td, probability = 1}
4: while stack is not empty do
5: actual = pop from stack
6: edgeResults = GetTravelTimeProbabilities(actual)
7: for r in edgeResults do ◃ r is a pair of ta and probability
8: tr = optimal remaining time from actual to end
9: t = r → ta + tr
10: if t < tm then
11: if actual → edge is last edge then
12: add r to result
13: else
14: push to stack {actual → nextEdge, r → ta, r → probability}
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for
18: end while
19: end procedure



The sum of all the leaf node probabilities is always 1. The probability of the
situation in which the slow down is exceeded can be calculated as the sum of
probabilities of the nodes not expanded to the end of the path.

4 Experiment

The experimental results of presented algorithm and their evaluation are pre-
sented in this section. The path from Praha to Brno along the highway D1 was
chosen, because it is known that there are many traffic incidents on the highway
D1, especially during its reconstruction. The path is composed of 84 road seg-
ments which means there are 84 edges on the path. Visualization of the path is
presented on Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Selected path from Praha to Brno

The speed profiles used in our experiments were computed from data, which
was obtained due to online traffic monitoring by viaRODOS system [8]. The
experimental set of data was extracted from two months (October and November
2014) with traffic work on the highway D1. Speed profiles contain sets of pairs
of data in 15 minutes interval for each day of the week and each measured
place. The first pair contains average speed from values equal or higher than
50 percent of LoS (Level-of-Service - the measured speed divided by the normal
free flow speed) and probability of the occurrence of this state. The second pair
is computed by the similar way, but from the values under 50 percent of LoS.
The values with reliability equal to 0 were excluded from the speed profiles
computation. You can see probability intensity computed from values under 50
percent LoS (traffic problems) in the Fig. 3.

Table 1 shows the comparison of our algorithm for three different departure
times on Wednesday with maximum slowdown s = 0.9. The percentage of ac-
ceptable travel times indicates travel times lower than (1 + s)to. The expected



Fig. 3. Probability Intensity for values < 50% LoS

value E and the standard deviation σ are computed only for acceptable travel
times. As expected, E is higher at peak hours and higher values of σ points out
to a bigger number of traffic incidents at that time.

Table 1. Comparison of Different Departure Times

Travel Time
Departure Time
8:00 14:00 20:00

Acceptable [%] 89.3 67.7 100.0
Unacceptable [%] 10.7 32.3 00.0
E [min] 105.1 107.5 101.4
σ [min] 3.5 3.4 0.6

Figures 4, 5 and 6 show probability distributions of acceptable travel times for
previously mentioned departure times. We can observe that the distribution of
probability is dependent on the departure time. As we can see in Fig. 5, bigger
portion of probability is located around lower travel times. It is obvious that
during afternoon is much higher traffic flow which often cause traffic incidents
than in the morning or in the evening. Fig. 6 shows that evenings are much
suitable for travelling.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the method for time-dependent route planning with probability
was presented. This method is based on the computation of the truncated binary
tree. While it would be nigh impossible to compute the full binary tree for



Fig. 4. Travel time probability distribution for departure time 8:00

Fig. 5. Travel time probability distribution for departure time 14:00

any sensible number of road segments, this truncation allows us to compute it
efficiently even for long highways with many road segments. Our experiments
on the D1 highway from Praha to Brno proved, that our algorithm is able to
swiftly compute the percentage of arrivals faster than the threshold and presents
their probability distribution. This algorithm has two main applications. It can
either serve as a stand alone module for dynamic route planning or it can be a
part of a larger dynamic routing algorithm, which is our goal for a near future.
We are also planning to compare the results of our algorithm with Monte Carlo
simulation, which seems to be a feasible solution to this problem.
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Fig. 6. Travel time probability distribution for departure time 20:00
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